AT A GLANCE

CONTROL THE CHAOS
With the world’s first service-centric AIOps
platform for the hybrid enterprise.

Now you can harness the power of artificial intelligence to simplify the chaos of IT operations
management and your overall system health. OpsRamp is the first SaaS platform that drives total
visibility across hybrid infrastructures, offers complete multi-cloud infrastructure monitoring and
management for business-critical services, and optimizes services through automation and
integration with ITSM and DevOps tools.

STOP MANAGING INFRASTRUCTURE.
START DELIVERING VALUE.
IT operations management teams can shift to the center of any enterprise digital transformation
initiative by ensuring excellent digital customer experiences, and that starts with modern, reliable
IT services. The OpsRamp platform offers real value for IT operations teams bogged down with too
many tools, shadow IT and escalating cost pressures, with:

Visibility across your
hybrid IT infrastructure

Reduction in
mean time to detect and
resolve (MTTD and MTTR)

savings annually over
the cost of maintaining
siloed point tools

With OpsRamp, IT operations teams can:
Be the First to
Know

Take Action Faster
with Context

Deliver IT Operations as a
Service

OpsRamp auto-discovers
multi-cloud and on-premises
infrastructure across your IT
environment and maps it to
your IT services.

OpsQ, our AIOps event
management engine, drives
faster incident resolution and
reduces MTTD/MTTR of
business-critical services.

Automate workloads,
manage multi-cloud costs and
see your IT operations become
more efficient over time. All
from one platform.
All across the enterprise.
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AT A GLANCE

A SOLUTION FOR EVERY PROBLEM
Simply choose the path that’s right for you:
Unified Service Discovery: View and analyze your hybrid IT
infrastructure stack with automated IT asset discovery and
onboarding policies. Gain complete flexibility over where to host
your workloads by understanding how your assets are shifting
with business demands.
Unified Service Intelligence: Dynamic discovery, unified
monitoring, service mapping, intelligent event correlation, and
smart notifications combine to give you one central place to
understand the health of your business services.
Modern Infrastructure Monitoring: End-to-end visibility across
applications, datacenters, public clouds, point tools, and anything
else you’ve got under the hood.
Intelligent Incident Management: Drive better problem
identification, impact analysis, and first response for incidents
with a streamlined process for proactive resolution and automated
remediation that natively integrates with your ITSM tools.

“

OpsRamp takes
the chaos out of
infrastructure”

Mathew Campbell
VP, Infrastructure
Delivery, Epsilon

Industry recognized.
Industry leading.

Service-Centric AIOps: Clinically examine your incidents,
establish a tight feedback loop between your different teams,
and deliver quick resolution using OpsQ, our artificial
intelligence-powered event management engine.

ALL INTEGRATIONS WELCOME
Don’t give up the tools you love. Whether it’s Atlassian, ServiceNow, New Relic or Puppet, the
OpsRamp platform can consolidate them all into one, contextual view of the metrics that matter.
Ready to modernize your IT operations management from the cloud? Schedule your custom demo
today, or email us at info@opsramp.com.
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